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Problem 5: Insight (or Inside) of a Turing-Machine

“We are not concerned with the mechanics or the electronics of the matter. Perhaps the simplest way to picture the
thing is quite crudely: Inside the box there is a man, who does all the reading and writing and erasing and moving.
(The box has no bottom: the poor mug just walks along between the ties, pulling the box with him.) The man has a
list of n instructions {S1 , S2 , … , Sn} written down on a piece of paper. He is in state Si when he is carrying out
instruction number Si [etc.]” (Boolos and Jeffrey (1974, 1999) p.21).

The Turing machine mathematically models a machine that mechanically operates on an infinite tape on which
symbols are written which it can read and write, one at a time, using a tape head. This tape head can move Left
and Right along the tape, but it can only move along the symbols one by one. Operation is fully determined by a
finite set of elementary instructions such as “in state S2, if the symbol seen is 0, write a 1; if the symbol seen is 1,
shift to the Left, and change into state S3 ; in state S3 , if the symbol seen is 3, shift to the Left, if the symbol seen is
1, shift to the Left, if the symbol seen is 2, write a 1 and change to state S6 ”, which can be represented as

In the original article (“On computable numbers, with an application to the Entscheidungsproblem”, Proceedings of
the London Mathematical Society 42: 230–265, 1937), Turing imagines not a mechanical machine, but a person
whom he calls the “computer”, who executes these deterministic mechanical rules slavishly (or as Turing puts it, “in
a desultory manner”).

Let f be the function on the set of positive integers {1, 2, 3, … } that is represented by the Turing-machine below.
For the calculation of f(x)=y, the Turing-machine starts in state S1 under the leftmost 1 of an unbroken string of x
ones on a tape that has zeros everywhere else; so the tape looks like … 00111… 100… , where the underlined 1
indicates the starting position for the Turing machine. At some point the Turing-machine will stop, because it does
not know what to do; at that point the machine will be in state S8 under the leftmost of exactly y ones on the tape.
How would you write f(x) analytically? Explain your answer!


